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November 15, 1974

Dear Gene:

I am deeply grateful for your superb backing while
I was Chief of Mission. I cannot imagine a better Deputy:
your judgment is sound, you know how to keep the MissIon
humming smoothly, and you have a deep and exhaustive
knowledge of the Alliance' s political-military affairs.

Your knowledge and experience, coupled with your talent
for facts, names and figures, both large and small, is
impressive and exceedingly valuable. Who else could
switch so easily from a discussion of the grand design of
Atlantic relations to the complexities of the infrastructure
program, and catch the exports up short in their own field?

However, I must acknowledge that you were not without
fault. Although you drafted well, in a clear and vigorous
style, you were not always able to decipher my handwriting
and tell me what I had written, Then there was also your
barely concealed lack of interest in invitations to the ballet.
Finally, there was the lack of Midwestern birth. True, you
tried to compensate for this by avowing that you were just a
ucountry boy'1 from Boston; but I must teli you, Gene, your
a ccomplishments at the negotiating table made your story
most unconvincing.

i appreciated your ability to understand what I wanted and to
get it done. You regularly anticipated my requests and the
results surpassed my expectations. These qualities are
rare; they place you among the very few who are capable of
directing large staffs and getting out of them the maximum in
quality and quantity.
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I am grateful to you for your dedication, yo*r hard work0
your devotion to the concept of service inherent in the nature
of the Foreign Service, and for your loyalty. I could not
have found a better Deputy.

Thank you.

Sincely,

Donald Rums feld
Assistant to the President

PS: The most amusing story of the Rune feld/McAuliffe
era at USN.ATO came from a new staff member who said
that while checking out the Mission prior to coming on
board, he was told the following: "Most orgathations have a
CO who is a driver and an xec who is the buffer; or a CO who
smooths things out and an Exec who is the SOBS But at USNATO,
Runisfeld drives like heU and McAuliIfe is the amplifier."

The honorable
Eugene V. McAuliffe
Acting Permanent Representative

on the North Atlantic Council
Brussels, Belgium
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